It's Snow
Gales which lashed the Great Lakes didn't quite make the scene in the Lansing area yesterday when snow showers discouraged many of the less firm-lined dressed classes.
Photo News photo by Chuck Michaels

GALES LASH LAKES

Sudden storm winds cars, grounds ferry

Flurries seen and gales lashed the Great Lakes Monday and charged an giant wave wave in Lake Michigan toward the area. The sudden storms, which broke in full vigor early Monday morning, caused much serious damage and prevented many ferry ferries from operating.

The Michigan State police reported Tuesday that 500 arrests were made in the Lansing area as a result of the storms, and that many vehicles were damaged.

Doctors express hopes that fifth quint may live

PITTSBURGH — The fourth of the Michigan State University faculty members expressed the hope that the fifth quint may live.

"We are living," said Dr. L. C. King, dean of the department of education, "that we have no more than three years of life remaining." He added that the "lives of the three quint members are in danger of being lost unless we can find ways to help them live longer."

Doctors said the baby was fine from the respiratory infection but that all of the members of the quartet were in critical condition, especially from the standpoint of their lungs, which were more than 300 feet above sea level.

"The least we can do," said Dr. King, "is to try to save one of the quint members."

"We have been working on this problem for months," said Dr. King. "We have had two clinical conferences with the Michigan State Department of Health, and we have had several conferences with the leaders of the American Medical Association, and the results are promising."

The doctors added that they were making every effort to save the quint members, and that they were working with every possible means to bring the quint members back to health.

"We are very optimistic," said Dr. King. "We believe we can save the quint members if we can get the proper medical care."

Letter confirms ATL firings
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"We are very optimistic," said Dr. King. "We believe we can save the quint members if we can..."
Lawlessness case hurts American studies

**The READERS' MINDS**

**Take care with care**

The present problem of "dose" is a real challenge, with the hospital patient's health and well-being at stake. We must do our best to ensure that medical students receive a proper education. While education programs are available, it is essential to ensure that students are well-prepared for their future careers. Students who do not receive proper education are at risk of making mistakes that could lead to serious consequences. It is important to ensure that medical schools maintain high standards of education and patient care. Medical education programs should be evaluated regularly to ensure that students are receiving the best possible education. In conclusion, it is crucial to take care with care and ensure that medical students receive a proper education.

**Correct faults in draft**

This spring Congress will decide whether or not to continue the draft. The time for decision is now. The issues involved are complex, but the decision must be made. The argument for continuation of the draft is based on national security and defense. The argument against continuation is based on the moral and ethical implications of the draft. The decision must be made with care and consideration of all factors. It is essential to ensure that the decision is made with the best possible information and consultation. The decision must be made with the safety and well-being of the nation at heart. It is crucial to take care with care and ensure that the decision is made with the best possible information and consultation.

**Dissent: Art Tung**

To the editors:

I am a student at the University of Michigan, and I am writing to express my concern about the recent decision to continue the draft. As a student, I have grave concerns about the morality and ethical implications of the draft. I believe that the decision to continue the draft is not the right one. The argument for continuation of the draft is based on national security and defense. The argument against continuation is based on the moral and ethical implications of the draft. The decision must be made with care and consideration of all factors. It is essential to ensure that the decision is made with the best possible information and consultation. The decision must be made with the safety and well-being of the nation at heart. It is crucial to take care with care and ensure that the decision is made with the best possible information and consultation.

**POINTE OF VIEW**

Exposing failures on tenure procedure

EDITORS NOTE: This is the fourth of a five part series of articles on the tenure procedures at the University of Michigan. The series was initiated by the tenure procedure committee, which was appointed by the president of the university. The series is intended to provide information on the procedures and policies that govern the tenure and promotion process at the university.
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Tax bill detrimental to college students

WASHINGTON, D.C. — College students and their parents have been caught in the crosshairs of a proposed tax bill that would lead to higher college costs, according to a new report from the American Association of State Colleges and University Presidents.

The report, released Thursday, details the impact of the proposed tax bill on college costs, particularly for low-income students and their families. It highlights the need for additional federal funding to offset the increased costs.

The report also calls for states to continue their commitment to higher education funding and for federal policymakers to consider the long-term benefits of investing in education.

In a statement released alongside the report, AASCU President Mary Callahan said, "We understand the need to address federal budget deficits, but we cannot afford to neglect investments in our nation's future workforce and innovation. Higher education is a critical component of that future, and it must be supported by strong federal and state funding."
Cagers test youth, injuries, No. 5 rank this weekend

BY BOB MORNING
State News Sports Writer

A number of questions about the Michigan State basketball team should be answered this week. The team begins to play four games, all at home. The first game is scheduled for Thursday in Jenison Fieldhouse.

Thursday in Jenison Fieldhouse
10) follow.

No. 5 rank this weekend

A Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Wednesday—Wilbur Smith and Mike Swanson, two of the smallest Spartan starters, are likely to be in the starting lineup for Saturday's Michigan State-Michigan game. Smith, a guard, will be filling in for Head Coach John Bennington, said Assistant Coach Gus Ganakas. Ganakas said that he re-injured this year's knee injury against Nebraska and was uncertain if he would be able to return to action. Ganakas said that he was unsure if he would be able to return to action.
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FUND IN BLACK

$1 fee to continue—Hare

Michigan's esteemed tournament fund site solidity in the black this year. Having taken in more than $40 million with $41 million still in reserve, Secretary of State James Hare says he is now on the verge of scheduling a $1 fee charged per person per week in Michigan. The fee is used to support the state's Blackwater State Bridge, a vital artery for trade and transportation. Hare expressed enormous joy at the news, saying, "We've come a long way, baby."

In other news, the state's blackwater state bridge has seen an increase in traffic, with more than 500,000 vehicles crossing it each week. The bridge, which is the longest in the state, has undergone several renovations and upgrades in recent years, making it a safer and more efficient structure.

Thieves fly with stadium flags

Eight flags allegedly stolen from the Michigan State University football stadium on Saturday were later recovered by campus security. The flags, which included those of Notre Dame, Tulsa, and Iowa, were returning inside the stadium, according to security personnel.

Law enforcement officers meet here this week

Law enforcement officers from across the state gathered at the Lansing Police Academy to discuss current issues in law enforcement and to share strategies for improving community policing. The event, which was attended by officers from all levels of law enforcement, aimed to foster a sense of collaboration and cooperation.

State police officers meet here this week

State police officers from across the state met at the Michigan State Police Academy to discuss current issues in law enforcement and to share strategies for improving service to the community.

State student government jobs open

The Michigan State Student Government is seeking candidates for several positions, including President, Vice President, and Secretary. Applications are due by May 31, and interviews will be held in June.
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Yule music, art show set Christmas mood

Embassies worried over 'brain drain'

Lobbyists amend Soviet policy

Board wants to explain its report advice

With this card the bookworm turns... into an adventurer.
**509 CONG SLAIN**

U.S. troops, Reds fight near Cambodian border
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**Grenada eyewitness**

from page 1

of the group and formed a plan.

On the streets, I noticed that the heavy fire was coming from the upper floors of the buildings. The streets were dark and quiet, with no sound of traffic. The people I spoke to were worried, but they didn't seem to be in any immediate danger. Many were staying indoors, while others were out, trying to return to their normal lives.

**Quints**

from page 1

The emergency ward, where babies were born, was said to have had some difficulties in coping with the arrival of so many quintuplets. The nurses were said to be overwhelmed by the need to care for the infants.

The babies were said to be healthy, and there was no immediate concern for their wellbeing. However, the hospital staff was advised to keep a close watch on them to ensure they were developing normally.

**Language Lab**

Marina Sg, a 10-year-old English teacher from Saigon who was with the Vietcong, was reported to be in good condition. She had been taken prisoner and was said to be in a POW camp near the Cambodian border.

**WINS TRIP TO SWEDEN**

MSU senior crowned Michigan Queen of Light

Robbi Anderson, blonde student at MSU, was named Michigan's Queen of Light in a recent competition. She was chosen from among many contestants for her beauty and poise.

**Accounting aid offered for exams**

The University of Michigan has offered accounting aid for students preparing for the CPA exams. The service is available to all students and is said to be free of charge.

**December Grads**

You can keep in touch with MSU with a subscription to the State News

Yearly subscriptions $100 per term

Term Subscriptions $30 per term

Michigan State News 347 Student Services Bldg. Michigan State University East Lansing, Michigan

I am enclosing a check or money order for the following term subscription to the STATE NEWS. Please send the subscription to:

Name: 
City: 
State: 
Zip Code: 

Please fill in the subscription form completely. If you have any questions, please contact us at 517-355-5200.

**Save time... Save money!**

Sunshine Center

**POSITIVELY NOWHERE ELSE...**

...can people sing louder, eat better food and have more fun for less money?...in the retail world, it's called Sunshine Center...in Los Angeles, it's calledutterly right in "downtown" night... (Unless you hear the beat of the "Big Top Spending"

Dedicated to helping you save money and live better with our selection of discount coupons and special offers.